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Abstract
Section 1 gave proof (found in reference [1]) that axial like the transverse
changes observed time. Section 2 showed that the speed of light is the same in
all reference frames and distance has the same Doppler shift (distortion due
to velocity) as time. Section 3 shows that equations quantum mechanics (like
De Broglie’s) imply that momentum has the same Doppler shift as frequency.
If and only if the velocity in de Broglie’s equation is the absolute relative velocity between the observer and the observed, mass and momentum both
have the same Doppler shift (resultant of any axial and transverse shifts) as
frequency. Section 4 proposes an experiment to further prove the result of
Section 1.
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1. Doppler Shift of Time [2]
Frequency is 1/time, therefore everything that changes observed frequency in a
vacuum regardless of materials does the same to time. That would mean if K is
the Doppler shift of frequency factor (observed frequency/original frequency on
the observed) then 1/K is the Doppler shift of time (1/K = observed time/original
time on the observed).
Additional proof [2]: If one takes the Fourier time series of any piece wise
continuous functions between time = 0 and T, then multiply all the frequencies
by K. Each of the subharmonics:
An cos ( nωt ) + Bn sin ( nωt )

(1)

will become:
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An cos ( nωt K ) + Bn sin ( nωt K )

(2)

That means each of the shifted subharmonics has the same value in time = t/K
as the original had in time = t. By superposition the whole shifted Fourier reposition of the function will have the same value in t/K as the original does in t.
That includes and encoded information. The reader can with help a desk top
computer verify this by mathematical experimentation.
Therefore from the two reasons above the Doppler shift factor of time is 1/K,
where K is the Doppler shift factor of frequency. K being the resultant of both
axial and transverse Doppler shifts. Note: relativity writers only give the transverse shift that property because Lorentz’s transformation had the axial effects of
aether winds cancel each other. But in equipment fixed to the Earth and in Michelson’s experiments there can be only a Doppler at first mirror after that the
light is in the Earth’s reference frame and is no more shifts, hence no cancelation
of axial shifts.
Note: the average of the axial shit over all observation angles {cos (observation
angle is a factor of the axial shift)} is zero, the variance is not, which means a researcher wanting to verify the transverse shift needs only experiments with random ore changing observation angles. That means someone trying to experimentally confirm Einstein’s work will pick and observation angle of 90 degrees
to take out things he did not write about, also experiments with random observation angles would not have a net axial Doppler shift.

Some Impacts of the Axial Shift Altering Observed Time
The time interval between photons in a light beam would change and depend on
observation angle. That is in addition frequency change of each photon. In a
beam of particles with a rest mass the same effect will happen. That means instruments that measure impacts will overstate the number particles because impacts are caused only when the instrument and particle are moving to each other. So there are really a smaller number of particles with low rest mass like neutrinos.
In addition if the particles are radioactive the observed haft life will change.
Observation of a beam of gamma emitters’ haft life at least two different observation angles should give experimental proof of Section 1 of this paper.

2. Doppler Shift of Distance
Einstein’s second postulate is that the speed of light (c) is the same in all reference planes. Hence in any reference plane distance is c × time. If in the observer’s reference plane time is t/K (t is time in reference plane of the observed object) then the observed distance is ct/K or 1/K times that distance in reference
plane of the observed object. Therefore distance has the same Doppler shift as
time (distortion due to velocity).

3. Doppler Shift of Mass [1]
De Broglie’s wave length = =
λ h=
p h ( mv )
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mv = h λ

(3.1)

m = h (λv )

(3.2)

Distance (wave length) has the same Doppler shift as time (from Section 2)
which is 1/K where K is the Doppler shift of frequency. Therefore momentum

mv has the same Doppler shift as frequency. The velocity here is the absolute
relative velocity between the observed and the observer (can be an instrument).
The velocity is what the observer or the observed thinks is the relative velocity
between them. Also assume h (Planck’s constant has no Doppler shift) [1]. The
only change of reference possible is the equation is going the reference to the
mass and the absolute closing velocity is still positive (they are going to together
in either case). Therefore, mass has the same Doppler shift as frequency here, if
and only if the velocity in the equation is the absolute closing velocity. Note that
in relativity mass and energy is equivalent and the energy and mass of light is
proportional to frequency in both relativity and quantum mechanics. That is a
second reason for the following:
From expanding reference [2]:

{

m mo =
ω ωo =
to t =
1 1 − 2 ( vr cos θ c ) + ( vr c )

}

2 12

(3.3)

where the subscript o means rest value and no o subscript means with a resultant
velocity vr of both axial and transverse velocities between the observed and the
observer at an observation angle of θ.

3.1. Details of the Proof: From Einstein’s Second Postulate with
Both Axial and Transverse Motion of the Moving Reference
Frame
Figure 1 is a cartoon showing that the equations that follow are the relations of
the sides of a right triangle with legs va and (c − va).
The source of light will have a reference plane indicated by no superscript. Let
primed values refer to the moving observer’s reference plane. The observer is
moving with a transverse velocity vt to the light and with a velocity va parallel to
the light. In the case of a narrow beam the velocity of the observer cannot always
be aligned with that of the beam. Also there is no reflection here to cancel va.
c∆t=

(( c − v )
a

2

+ vt2

)

12

∆t ′

(3.4)

Figure 1. Relations of the sides of a right triangle with legs vt and (c − va).
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and let =
vr ( vt2 + va2 ) the resultant velocity, let va = vr cos θ and vt = vr sin θ .
Einstein’s second postulate: ( c = c′ ) speed of light appears to be same in all ref12

erence planes.
Therefore:

(

c′ = ( c − va ) + vt2
2

)

12

(3.5)

Note writers on relativity take the special case of no va, by canceling va out by
reflection. That becomes an error of omission if it is presented as the general
case. There is no reflection in this analysis.
c∆t = c′∆t ′ → ∆t ∆t ′ =

((1 − 2 ( v

∆t ∆t ′=

a

{

((1 − ( v

a

c ) ) + ( vt c )
2

)

c ) + ( va c ) + ( vt c )

∆t ∆t ′ =
1 − 2 ( va c ) + ( vr c )

2

2

2

)

12

)

(3.6)

12

(3.7)

}

2 12

In terms for frequencies:

{

∆t ′ ∆t =
ω ω′ =
1 1 − 2 ( va c ) + ( vr c )

}

2 12

time contraction factor. If the direction of va is opposite the time dilation factor

{

1 1 + 2 ( va c ) + ( vr c )

}

2 12

.

In terms of the observation angle θ:

{

ω ω′ =
t′ t =
1 1 − 2 ( vr cos θ c ) + ( vr c )

}

2 12

(3.8)

For vr less than 1/2c: 2vr/c much greater than (vr/c)2, therefore the axial shift
would be greater than the transverse.
If va = 0 one has the common equation for transverse Doppler shift:

(

∆t ∆t ′ = v′ v = 1 − ( vt c )

)

2 12

.

3.2. Doppler Shift of Mass
From de Broglei’s equation wave length = λ = h/p = h/mv.
Frequency = ω = c/λ = mv/h.
Reich’s first law: Since the axial Doppler shifts is the closing velocity and the
velocity in transverse shifts is transverse velocity, the velocity that gives distortion is the relative velocity of observed from the observer which also the relative
velocity of the observer from the observed (the resultant).

ω/ωo = (m/mo) because the velocity relative velocity between the observed and
observer it is the same both reference planes except for sign. Let the subscript o
indicate rest values and the no subscript the values at the resultant relative velocity (vr) with an observation angle θ.

{

m mo =
ω ωo =
to t =
1 1 − 2 ( vr cos θ c ) + ( vr c )
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4. Proposed Experiment to Prove Time Effect of the Axial
Doppler Shift
The paper describes a low noise experiment to prove or disprove: Both axial and
transverse Doppler shifts change observed time.

4.1. Setup
Have significant amount of a gamma or X ray emitter travel down a particle accelerator at a speed equal to a greater than ¼ that of light. The emitter half-life
should be known. Have a detector with small angle acceptance near the beam
directed to pick up the emitted traveling the same direction as the beam. Have
another one directed to rays emitted normal the path of the beam. Therefore,
one detector will see axial Doppler shifts and the other transverse Doppler shifts.

4.2. Analysis
Doppler shifts that change time will have 3 effects: 1) Change the observed
energy (frequency) of the emitted photon. 2) Change the observed rate of decay.
3) Change observed rate particles in beam will pass the detectors. 4) Reduce the
observed photons flux (beyond 2 & 3) for the amount of material. The detector
design must be such that if gives no more than one response to a photon. Secondary radiation does not have the Doppler shift. If the detectors a change in
rate observed photons (quanta) compared to what would be detected from a still
rod of the radioactive material of same length as the beam and rest mass of the
beam. Time was changed for by either the axial or transverse Doppler shift depending on which detector that observed that.

5. Summary
Section 1 gave proof (found in reference [1]) that axial like the transverse
changes observed time. Section 2 showed that the speed of light is the same in all
reference frames and distance has the same Doppler shift (distortion due to velocity) as time. Section 3 shows that equations quantum mechanics (like De
Broglie’s) imply that momentum has the same Doppler shift as frequency. If and
only if the velocity in de Broglie’s equation is the absolute relative velocity between the observer and the observed, both mass and momentum have the same
Doppler shift (resultant of any axial and transverse shifts) as frequency. Section 4
shows an experiment to prove the axial Doppler shift impacts time.
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